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Thyagaraja biopic is show stealer at Shruthi Adelaide event
By LP Ayer
Excerpts only.
For full article go to: https://www.indianlink.com.au/thyagaraja-biopic-is-show-stealer-at-shruthiadelaide-event/

Shruthi Adelaide’s Thyagaraja aradhana event started as an hour-long program in
1993, this has grown in style and scope
over the years and this year it was a fullday fare with local, inter-state and international performers.
The day started with the singing of pancharatna (five gems) krithis by local ladies
preceded by unchavarthi (seeking alms), a
daily routine of the ascetic composer in his
days.
After treating the tastebuds of the audience with a decent lunch, it was feast for ears when Melbourne’s Rangan Brothers
presented a rapturous concert for over an hour and half.
Then came the pinnacle of the day – a stage play presented by TV Varadarajan and
his United Visuals troupe from Chennai, entitled “Sri Thyagarajar: Trials and Tribulations”.
On the whole, the life story of a classical music composer was a class act in itself.
Adelaide stole a march over her eastern big sisters – Sydney and Melbourne – by presenting this play first in Australia.
To mark its silver jubilee Shruthi honoured everyone who worked on its committees in
the past 25 years.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK
Dear members and friends,
We are pleased to present Newsletter Volume 2. Our inaugural
edition of newsletter had plenty of positive feedback from
Shruthi members.
Though it feels like the celebration of the Thyagaraja Aradhana
took place a long time ago, it is still fresh in our memory.
The feedback we received for each performance, the initial activities and food were all immensely positive. In fact, everyone
said we must celebrate it the same way in the future as well.
The event was beautifully described by Laks Pathi in his article
Thyagaraja biopic is show stealer at Shruthi Adelaide event in
Indian Link. Inside, I have enclosed some excerpts from the article, please take a look.
For the first time, the event started with an Unchavritthi, which
was thoroughly enjoyed by all and brought an extra dimension
to the Aradhana!
At the end of the event, to mark Shruthi’s Silver Jubilee, we presented a Certificate of Appreciation to 64 ex-executive members who served on the executive committee in the past 25
years.
Mr Laks Pathi also had a collection of Thyagaraja Krithis that he
graciously donated to Shruthi Adelaide and handed over to
Soumya Anand for teaching and performing at Shruthi and other events.
Our Shruthi committee had a special meeting with Assistant
Minister to the Premier Hon Jing Lee in Parliament House. The
new committee was introduced, and we had a fruitful meeting
discussing our activities and grant needs.
Shruthi participated in Indian Mela 2020. The Shruthi stand
stood out and was very popular with all the VIPs and attendees
whom browsed the stall. Shruthi also gave three excellent performances on the stage which was very well-received. See inside article for details.

Now, in this period, despite appearing to relax, we have started
a few initiatives. We have applied for a few grants and awaiting
a positive response. We have also been more active on Facebook, collaborating with your favourite artistes to present music
or dance items in response to the current COVID-19 situation,
which we hope will allow you to recharge.
Till date we have uploaded 8 videos on our Facebook page.
Please do “like” Shruthi’s Facebook page and enjoy the videos.
We have rejuvenated the Shruthi Website and it is open for
communication. I invite and encourage those who have suggestions on improvements or opportunities to reach out to myself,
Treasurer Srirama or any committee member by email.
We are also waiting to organise Vibrance as soon as we receive
an indication as to when large public gatherings can commence
again.
As your executive committee, we are continuing with routine
activities such as committee meetings, future planning, and of
course, maintaining social distance.
Please take the time to read the interesting articles on music,
dance and art on the following pages.
If you would like to contribute or have any feedback or ideas,
feel free to send it to us via email – shruthiadelaide@gmail.com
Take care and stay safe.
Kind regards

Narayana Rai
President
Shruthi Adelaide
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Keep me fully glad (1913)
BY RABINDRANATH TAGORE, POET, MUSICIAN,
AND ARTIST

Keep me fully glad with nothing. Only take my hand in
your hand.
In the gloom of the deepening night take up my heart
and play with it as you list. Bind me close to you with
nothing.
I will spread myself out at your feet and lie still. Under
this clouded sky I will meet silence with silence. I will
become one with the night clasping the earth in my
breast.
Make my life glad with nothing.
The rains sweep the sky from end to end. Jasmines in
the wet untamable wind revel in their own perfume.
The cloud-hidden stars thrill in secret. Let me fill to the
full my heart with nothing but my own depth of joy.

QUIZ
How many Melakartha ragas are there?

Name the instrument from which the tabla was invented.

YOUR CORRECT ANSWER WILL BE
PUBLISHED IN THE NEXT ISSUE
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What does music or dance do to our mind?

Srirama Srinivasan
Have you ever felt the urge to repeatedly listen to one favorite singer or a particular song
that you heard somewhere at sometime?
What is the reason behind favouritism of that
song/singer? It may be a small note or a
song but our brain stores such instances
deeply and when we pass through certain
situations in our lives it recollects such tunes
and plays them again or makes us feel the
urge to listen to that song or the singer repeatedly. I have personally felt the urge to
listen to the famous song "Kurai ondum illai
marai moorthy kanna" by MS Subbalakshmi
every single day. The reason is simple. At
least in these words I am able to find solace
to say that I have no complaints in life and
am happy to sail through with what happens
and accept it as it comes.
There may be several songs that we may be
familiar with or we may know but each of us
have our own affinity to a particular song or
tune or singer more than the rest. Why does
this happen.
A particular study that was done on music
and songs and its relation to our brain activity found that the brain releases dopamine, a
chemical involved in both motivation and
addiction. This is similar to our addiction to
certain food or other things in life. Dopamine
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is a neurotransmitter and a hormone at the
same time. What does this do? It acts as
messenger between cells. This dopamine release tells the brain that whatever it just experienced is worth getting more of it may be
a good song or a tasty pizza.
These findings offer a biological explanation
for why music has been such a major part of
major emotional events in cultures around
the world since the beginning of human history. Through music, the study also offers new
insights into how the human pleasure system
works.
While this is true for music, with dance, your
body and mind get to enjoy the combination of exercise, music, and fun. So naturally,
you get a boost of dopamine, endorphins
and adrenaline to achieve the ultimate
'dancer's high. ' This enhances your mood
and contributes to your overall.

So listening to good music is very beneficial
for the brain and if one combines that with
dance (watching or dancing), it is a very
productive method to boost mood and
overall health.

THOUGHTS ON DANCES AND DANCING PT. 2
My parents took me to watch as many dance performances as possible. From famous artistes in formal auditoriums to street corner performances at festival
times, we enjoyed dance performances of all kinds,
styles and forms. One of the forms that fascinated me
was where the dancer danced on a plate or with a
pot full of water on her head!
Are you nodding your head and saying oh, yeah, that
is Kuchipudi? Yes, it is. I even started to learn Kuchipudi
but only for a very short time, unfortunately. We had to
move away and I couldn’t work out a way to learn
from the best Kuchipudi guru of our times – Sri Vempatti Chinna Satyam. He himself learnt the art under
Late Sri Vedantam Lakshmi Narayana Sastry who actually introduced the dance on the (brass plate) in the
Balagopala Tarangam.
I think these Tharangams or the Kautuvams where a
painting is done with the dancer’s feet show the artist’s
mastery over rhythmic complexities and control over
footwork or head movements etc. Sometimes rangoli
powder is used to do the sketch with feet and that is a
whole art form too, I feel, because it also needs certain pressure on parts of the feet, and also a lot of
practice to get the rhythm and timing right.
As with Bharatanatyam and other classical dance
forms, Kuchipudi also incorporates Nritta, Natya and
Nrithya as per our Natya Shastra (briefly explained in
my article in the last newsletter). It can be said that
Kuchipudi has more of the dance-drama element,
more lasya and natya, hence easier to understand
and enjoy. Folklore has it that in ancient times there
were two schools of dance, the Nattuva Mela and
Natya Mela based on Natya Shastra; Nattuva Mela
developed into Bharatanatyam and Natya Mela developed into Kuchipudi.
Drama being such a big part of Kuchipudi, abhinaya
or expressive dance is obviously very important.
All four aspects of abhinaya, i.e., Angika, Vachika,
Aharya and Satvika are found in ample measure in
Kuchipudi. While Angika Abhinaya - through body
movements and facial expressions - is similar to other
classical dance forms, the use of Vachika Abhinaya is
a special feature of Kuchipudi. The artistes
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dance, but also act with gestures and words. They also
have to train their voice to project properly in improvised theatres. Satvika Abhinaya – truly internalised
emotional expression – is also striven for more in Kuchipudi, I feel.
Kuchipudi has a very interesting history of how it developed in Kuchipudi (Kuchelapuri) village and hence
was called Kuchipudi. Initially only the Brahmin boys
and men in this village performed the dance drama
with men doing the women’s role too. So it was always
a group performance. However, nowadays, with
growth of the art form, solo or duet performances are
the norm.
One of the first plays, which is still performed today, is
Bhama Kalapam. Composed by Swami Sathyendra
Yogi, who was a great Krishna devotee, this Sanyasi is
considered to be the person who developed Kuchipudi pretty much in the style as we know it today.
Other popular compositions that have withstood over
time are Krishna Leela Tarangini, Golla Kalapam, Rama Natakam and many dances performed to krithis of
Thyagaraja and Kshetrayya. Slightly later dance dramas have included Srinivasa Kalyanam, Rukmini Kalyanam, Prahlada Charitram, Ardhanareeshwara
Shabdam etc.
As a classical dance form Kuchipudi has grown and
developed. It is still developing, I’m sure, as all our art
forms do. Dance is a dynamic art. And Kuchipudi has
a dynamism and beauty of its own. Where Bharatanatyam is spiritual and geometrical in its perfection, Kuchipudi is more sensual and supple. It takes us
on a journey that we can easily get lost in!

By Vinaya Rai
Bharatanatyam
teacher and event
coordinator

Soft Pakora
Ingredients
5 medium size onions (thinly sliced)
1 medium size potato (grated)
green coriander (handful of
leaves, finely chopped)
1 tsp cumin 1 tsp red chili powder
less than 1/8 tsp baking soda
Salt to taste
1 cup gram/besan flour
oil to fry

Preparation method
1. Pour the oil in a wok and heat on low flame.
2. Combine thinly sliced onion, grated potato, chili powder, coriander in a mixing
bowl.
3. Add the cumin seeds, baking soda, salt and besan flour.
4. Mix together until soft consistency
5. Increase heat to medium flame
6. Use a tablespoon to put tablespoonful of batter into the oil.
7. Fry until golden brown and crispy, turning as needed to cook evenly.
8. Drain on paper towels before serving
Serve pakoras with the tomato sauce or mint chutney
**Note: After making the batter, if you wait too long to fry these, the onions will start to
release their water, making the batter runnier. If this happens, just mix more besan into the batter until you get back to the original consistency.

Recipe by
Geetha Krishna
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——Art——
I just finished watching a film which has long been on my wish list, based on the life and
works of Raja Ravi Verma. Painting and art at it’s finest. Interesting central theme was
what is the meaning of art and can there be boundaries and shackles placed on art.
The conclusion therein is what I concur with- that art is boundless same as the Divine element.
The root word-art comes from Latin –Artem 'skill' that usually refers to the quality or expressions of what is beautiful or of great significance
In many an Indian language art, is termed- ‘kalaa’- meaning skilled craft.
What I find is that every artist and art form, be it sculpture, painting, dance, music, literature seems to want to replicate, imitate and express what the Almighty has scattered in
and around us so generously.
Like music, when one is engaged with the art form one is pursuing, every sense is fully engaged and once this is accomplished one can harness the sub-conscious too and create magic. This is what sets some artists apart from others.
Due to this complete engagement there is a balancing of the Chakras and one can
choose to advance spiritually via this path too. Again, most arts can be used to calm,
balance and heal people from many ailments. Most dis-ease is psychosomatic is what
Yoga tells us and art directs affects the psyche, giving positive and curative benefits.
The sixteen arts or Kala’s of Sri Krishna come to mind too. These of course are attributes or
qualities of the Divine and the art forms as we know them.

Sunila Vig
Yoga Teacher/Author
Soham Yoga Centre
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OUR SPONSOR

QUIZ ANSWERS (Volume 1)
Do you know the reason why the name Shruthi was given to this organisation?

Shruthi is the smallest interval of pitch a human ear can hear and a singer or
musical instrument can detect. We chose ‘SHRUTHI’ 7 letters to denote the
saptha swaras.
Answer given by Vijayalakshmi Mohan (Mythili)

Who is the world famous musician whom Madras University refused admission
to a degree in music? He later completed his masters in Western musical
composition in nine months.
Dr L. Subramaniam - Violinist
Answer given by Shraddha Sriram
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Shruthi at Indian Mela 2020
Shruthi Adelaide was very prominent in its presence at Indian Mela 2020. With a bright banner a beautiful display of musical instruments, Shruthi information, membership forms etc. It
generated a lot of interest and people stopped to ask for information regarding our events,
music and dance teachers and the cultural scene in Adelaide. Some people became members of Shruthi as well.
IAASA Secretary, Sam Dahm appreciated Shruthi’s involvement too saying, “Thank you! We
greatly appreciated how Shruthi displayed their stall adding colour to the festival!”
Shruthi also encourages artistes to participate in such these community events and some of
our new and established member artistes participated under the Shruthi banner. The Indian
Mela started off with the Shruthi name with a Bharatanatyam performance by newcomer to
Adelaide, Kanupriya Aditya. Her dance was a beautiful amalgamation of a Hindustani
taraana performed as a thillana and the popular Shiva Krithi Bho Shambho.
Our vocal stalwarts Suma Manjunath and Sowmya Anand accompanied by Geetha,
Sameera, Latha, Neelakshi, Kamalesh and Adarsh brought a bit of South Indian music to the
Mela two songs, a Sanskrit composition Maithreem bhajata and a popular Kannada folk
song Munjaneddu Kumbaranna.
The piece-de-resistance, which was greatly appreciated by a great many people at the
Mela was Samagam who presented Panchabhootam in conjunction with Uma Memorial
Kalalayam, a new dance school. Performed by a group of freelancing Indian Classical
dancers Roshini Christy, Prishay Sewrath, Shraddha Srirama and Sangeetha Venkitt,
Panchabhootam presented the five primordial elements of Nature with different, appropriate music for each and the beauty of Bharatanatyam. Conceived, choreographed and directed by Sangeetha Venkitt, it was a wonderfully creative piece of work and an excellent
performance. Shruthi is proud of its involvement in bringing these individual dancers together
and enabling them to dance together at a premier Indian event.
We thank all the performers, dancers as well as singers for their commitment to and participation at Indian Mela 2020 as Shruthi members.
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Shruthi Virtual Events
Follow the online events posted by Shruthi Facebook.
This has reached 4,674 users.
Post 1: Song by Mrs Jayalakshmi Madhu and her daughter Anagha
which reached 737 people.
Post 2: Mrs Sangeetha Ramkumar playing a beautiful piece on
Veena.
Post 3: Ms Roshini Chrispa Christy - classical Bharatanatyam (famous
song "maraindirunde parkum" from the epic "Thillana Mohanambal")
Post 4: Mrs Suma Rudrapatna singing a famous carnatic classical
composition "Gajavadana Beduve" - in Raaga Hamsadvani, composed by Sri Puranadaradasa..
Post 5: Mrs Himalika playing violin in Hindustani - Raag Yaman.
Post 6: Mrs Raji Krishnamoorthy singing a famous classical composition "Katrinile varum geetham"
Post 7: Sangeetha Venkitt Karthik and Abhiram Venkitt dancing their
medley of Thillana and Loka Samastha.
Post 8: Purnendra Jain with a light flute recital of a Hindi song based
on Raag Bhoopali / Mohana
If you haven’t already viewed these posts, please check them out
and like on our Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/ShruthiAdelaide/
We welcome all short videos clips from Shruthi member artists
Please send your contributions to Mr Sriram through WhatsApp – 0450 375 631
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SHRUTHI ADELAIDE NEEDS
Sponsors

Member renewals

New members

Life members

Volunteers

Contributors

New ideas

Feedback

INDIAN SPICE
BAZAAR
SHOP 3A 82 HANSON ROAD,
WOODVILLE GARDENS

ESTABLISHED INDIAN GROCERY
BUSINESS IN A NEW LOCATION

PLENTY OF PARKING
indianspicebazaar@yahoo.com.au

LALIT JAGASIA: 0413 925 691
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ADVERTISE IN THIS SPACE
Newsletter Advertisement rates:
Full page $200
Half page $100
Quarter page $50

“If music be the food of love, play on.” – William
Shakespeare

“As long as we live, there is never enough singing.” –
Martin Luther

“The dance can reveal everything mysterious that is hidden in
music, and it has the additional merit of being human and palpable. Dancing is poetry with arms and legs.”
– Charles Baudelaire

“When you dance, you can enjoy the luxury of being you.”
– Paulo Coelho

“Every child is an artist. The problem
is how to remain an artist once we
grow up.”
– Pablo Picasso
“Creativity is contagious. Pass it on.”
– Albert Einstein
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Shruthi Adelaide Committee 2020
Name

Position

Contact

Mr Narayana Rai

President

narayanarai01@gmail.com

Mrs Sai Saraswathi
Maya

Secretary

saraswathinairmg@gmail.com

Mr Srirama Srinivasan

Treasurer

sriramking@yahoo.com

Dr Ashokkumar Manoharan

Fundraising
Officer

ashokkumar.manoharan@flinders.edu.au

Mr Seetharaman Duraiswamy
Srinivasan

Marketing
Officer

Vishva45@yahoo.com

Congratulations Life Members
Shruthi committee wishes a happy, healthy, and long
life to our Life Members

Dr Ramani & Prema Iyer
Dr Pandiyan Kandaswamy
Dr Lal Chettimada
Dr Lakshmanan
Dr Navneet Rajagopalan
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